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Description
- Only present on latest master (11.5.0-dev), not present on 10.4.21

steps to reproduce
1) Latest TYPO3 master (11.5.0-dev)
2) Edit a page or a content element
3) click on the title of a field where the CSH (Content Sensitive Help) is present, e.g. the content header or content columns - you can
recognize them as the cursor becomes a question mark.
4) Click again on the small popover to bring up the CSH popup window (the cursor becomes a hand when present)

Current result
The popup opens with the whole TYPO3 backend inside, header bar and left modules bar (no pagetree), and as the window is small,
the central area is greyed out. See attached screenshot

Expected result
Just the content area should be loaded, no need for the header bar or the left modules bar.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #86099: Bookmark in Help does not work

Resolved

2018-09-03

Associated revisions
Revision 3757e629 - 2022-02-20 12:24 - Benjamin Franzke
[BUGFIX] Show CSH popup window without backend frame
Since #94084 all module URLs are automatically framed by
the TYPO3 main controller whenever they are opened
in a Sec-Fetch-Dest aware request.
Use a non-module route for the popup window in order
to avoid the automatic re-framing.
Also hide the back-button in the popup window, as it would
cause the entire backend to be opened in the popup.
The shortcut button will link to the module-based
detail-action in order to show in regular module context.
Releases: main, 11.5
Resolves: #95361
Resolves: #86099
Related: #94084
Change-Id: I0bae3e502fa58f4b2bee804c5ed12b0fc2030d20
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/73606
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Tested-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Tested-by: Stefan Bürk <stefan@buerk.tech>
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Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>
Reviewed-by: Nikita Hovratov <nikita.h@live.de>
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Reviewed-by: Stefan Bürk <stefan@buerk.tech>
Revision 65d17c92 - 2022-02-20 12:46 - Benjamin Franzke
[BUGFIX] Show CSH popup window without backend frame
Since #94084 all module URLs are automatically framed by
the TYPO3 main controller whenever they are opened
in a Sec-Fetch-Dest aware request.
Use a non-module route for the popup window in order
to avoid the automatic re-framing.
Also hide the back-button in the popup window, as it would
cause the entire backend to be opened in the popup.
The shortcut button will link to the module-based
detail-action in order to show in regular module context.
Releases: main, 11.5
Resolves: #95361
Resolves: #86099
Related: #94084
Change-Id: I0bae3e502fa58f4b2bee804c5ed12b0fc2030d20
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/73608
Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>
Tested-by: Benjamin Franzke <bfr@qbus.de>
Reviewed-by: Benjamin Franzke <bfr@qbus.de>

History
#1 - 2021-09-26 09:01 - Lina Wolf
I can confirm
#2 - 2021-12-30 09:45 - Riccardo De Contardi
Seems still present on 11.5.3 (tested with the TYPO3 demo site)
#3 - 2022-02-19 12:35 - Christian Kuhn
- Related to Bug #86099: Bookmark in Help does not work added
#4 - 2022-02-19 17:18 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch main of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/73606
#5 - 2022-02-19 17:32 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 11.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/73608
#6 - 2022-02-20 12:01 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch main of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/73606
#7 - 2022-02-20 12:30 - Benjamin Franzke
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 3757e629485a00694ef66c10fca487938ae75aa4.
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